Publish/subscribe systems are used increasingly often as a communication mechanism in loosely-coupled distributed systems. Their field of application is widespread ranging from communication platforms for real-time enterprises to Internet scale information dissemination systems. The performance of publish/subscribe systems plays an essential role for their acceptance. Especially, in mission-critical and financial areas, the system should guarantee certain predefined performance metrics such as throughput and latency. On the other hand, operators want to run publish/subscribe systems as efficiently as possible to reduce their operating costs. These requirements lead to the necessity to develop strategies for planning and managing publish/subscribe systems. In my PhD project I will introduce such strategies which target the complete life cycle of publish/subscribe systems including the design, the operation and the redesign phase. I will show how an optimized infrastructure meeting predefined requirements can be determined before the system is deployed and how this approach can be used for a redesign. This allows designers to decide about the required size and capabilities of the infrastructure they have to set up. Furthermore, I will investigate how the publish/ subscribe system can continuously be optimized at runtime using a new kind of adaptive routing scheme. This way, the system will autonomously provide the best quality of service possible in dynamically changing environments and reduces management costs.
INTRODUCTION
Two main characteristics of todays distributed systems are their complexity combined with their highly dynamic behavior. As a result, the cost-extensive manual design and operation of such systems comes to a limit. To face these challenges, one major research focus of the recent years was to derive analytical models for distributed systems to support the complex design process. On the other hand, researchers tried to render these systems self-managing such that systems can, for example, self-optimize their configuration at runtime to maximize the system's performance without intervention. Both research directions can also be found in fields of publish/subscribe systems.
Publish/subscribe systems provide an asynchronous, anonymous, and data-centric many-to-many communication model and decouple the communication partners in time, space, and flow [5] . Leveraging this flexibility, publish/subscribe infrastructures are increasingly often used to build novel distributed systems and applications ranging from information and content dissemination over distributed event processing to system integration and monitoring. Components within a publish/subscribe system communicate by producing and consuming notifications. While producers publish notifications, consumers subscribe for notifications they are interested in (e.g., using content-based filtering). Accordingly, producers and consumers are also called publishers and subscribers, respectively. The publish/subscribe system acts as notification service which connects the components and delivers published notifications to all consumers with matching subscriptions.
Publish/subscribe middleware systems (e.g., Hermes [10] and Rebeca [6] ) are usually implemented as a set of cooperating brokers each managing a set of local clients. Figure 1 shows such an exemplary distributed topology with its mapping to the underlying physical network. The brokers are connected by overlay links which are used to dispatch published notifications as well as issued and revoked subscriptions. For this purpose, each broker manages a routing table that is used to forward incoming notifications to interested neighbor brokers and local clients. Example publish/subscribe topology where a published notification of client C1 is forwarded by the notification service to a client C2 which has subscribed to a matching filter F There exist several routing algorithms that define the strategies by which routing tables are updated. Ranging from flooding, where no subscriptions are disseminated in the network, over simple routing, where subscriptions are flooded, to covering-based routing, where covered filters are not forwarded in the network in order to save traffic.
Planning and managing distributed publish/subscribe systems is a crucial task for designers and operators. On one hand, they want to satisfy clients which demand correctness and adequate performance in terms of QoS measures. On the other hand, the system should not be over provisioned so that bandwidth, energy or money is wasted. These challenges can either be handled before or during runtime. Solving these challenge before runtime means to design a system which obviously needs a system model and a strategy for planning the require resources, like brokers and bandwidth. During runtime, a self-managing algorithm is needed to keep the systems performance without human intervention. Both approaches are part of my PhD project.
In Sect. 3, a new system model for a publish/subscribe system is presented. This section also includes the identification of input and output parameters and gives a general idea about how the dynamic behavior of the system can be condensed into stochastic and analytical equations. The model enables designers to test system configurations before runtime and it lays the foundation for capacity planning.
A strategy how to plan the capacity of a publish/subscribe system is presented in Sect. 4. Therefore, capacity planning is formulated as an optimization problem. The problem definition includes constraints about the expected demands of clients and also considers resource availability. To solve this offline problem, heuristic optimization will be used.
The third main point of my work is presented in Sect. 5. There, a new online optimization algorithm is introduced which works on routing level. The approach adapts the routing algorithm locally and reduces the network costs significantly. The paper is completed with a description of the project status and the next steps in Sect. 6. 
CONTRIBUTIONS
The target of my PhD project is to develop strategies for planning and managing publish/subscribe systems that support designers and operators through the whole life cycle of the system, including design, runtime and redesign phase ( Figure 2 ). This leads to three major contributions of my work:
1. The development of a general stochastic system model for publish/subscribe systems, 2. a capacity planning strategy to find optimized configurations of publish/subscribe systems offline, and 3. the introduction of a self-optimizing routing approach that support runtime optimizations of publish/subscribe systems.
The life cycle of a publish/subscribe system consists of two main parts. One is before runtime, where the system only exists as an idea. At this time, designers of such systems should be supported in the design process. With the help of a general analytical model which describes the algorithmic behavior of a publish/subscribe system stochastically, designers learn about the influence of external parameters, such as client behavior, and their design decisions, such as topology changes, on systems performance. This analytic model is the foundation for capacity planning of publish/subscribe systems. Therefore, I show how to formulate an optimization problem which considers both clients requirements and operator objectives. This problem can be solved offline with the help of heuristics. This capacity planning planning module can be used by designers to plan a system. The second part of the life cycle of a publish/subscribe system is the runtime, where the system must react to the dynamic changes of the environment. These dynamic changes can lead to suboptimal performance. Since human operators cannot handle such situations systems should be adapted autonomously. Therefore, I suggest to use a self-optimizing routing algorithm that combines different standard routing schemes within one overlay network. An interesting byproduct of this approach is the introduction of a new class of hybrid algorithms that generalizes the class of standard routing algorithms.
To evaluated the results of my work I plan to use the middleware Rebeca within PlanetLab 1 setup. The workload data will be generated by external open sources, like e.g. Google Finance 2 data.
STOCHASTIC SYSTEM MODEL
Every system model is developed to forecast the behavior of a real system and its system measures. Therefore, the model abstracts from reality and concentrates on essential system parameters. This enables designers to investigate the behavior of systems at various configurations without the need for an experiment with the real system. The model, whose ideas are shortly presented in this section, is an analytical and stochastic model that describes the dynamic behavior of real publish/subscribe systems. The model fundamentally extends known models suggested by Baldoni [1] , Bricconi [3] or Castelli [4] . The output of the model are performance metrics that users and designers of publish/ subscribe systems are interested in. With the help of this model the expected performance of a real publish/subscribe system can be calculated before the system is put into production. Specially, it allows to determine many important performance metrics of publish/subscribe systems, that are:
• The routing table sizes of brokers which are a measure for matching overhead and memory consumption.
• The message rates on brokers and links which can be used to estimate the overall system communication costs.
• The utilizations of brokers and links which can be used to detect performance bottlenecks.
• The maximum notification and subscription delay which are commonly used as Quality of Service (QoS) metrics in publish/subscribe systems.
Together, these parameters characterize the system performance although in most cases only the maximum delay of messages is considered. To derive these values it is necessary to identify input parameters of the system model. Following the main parameters are mentioned and described:
• The client behavior which describes how clients use the interface operations of the notification service.
• The routing algorithm which is used by brokers to guarantee a correct notification forwarding.
• The overlay topology which is built on top of the physical layer and consists of brokers and logical links.
• The physical network which represents physical routers and links.
The first input parameter, the client behavior, comprises distribution of clients, their individual mobility, their publication rate and interests. These parameters are externally set and cannot be influenced by the operator directly. Nevertheless, clients are the originators of all processing and communication within the publish/subscribe network and they are the major motivation for defining performance measures. The analytical model does not deal with clients directly but for each broker the arrival and lifetime of subscriptions as well as the arrival of notifications is modeled by stochastic processes, whose parameters either have to be measured or estimated.
The routing algorithm implements the functionality of a notification service by disseminating messages between clients. Depending on the applied algorithm, different strategies for message delivery are applied which leads to different message rates and routing table sizes. For the analytical model, flooding, simple routing, identity-based routing, coveringbased routing, and merging-based routing optionally combined with advertisements are considered. The main challenge in modeling is to put the dynamic behavior into stochastic characteristics like expectation values of forwarding of messages or covering of subscriptions. The routing algorithm is an input parameter that can be set by the designer of a system and, therefore, it is used for optimization purposes.
The routing algorithm is applied to a logical network, the overlay topology. Usually, this overlay can be set independently if there is no restriction in positioning of brokers. Therefore, it plays a central role in optimization. Formally, the overlay network is an acyclic graph that is embedded into the physical network meaning that each broker is associated with a physical node and each overlay link can be mapped to one or more physical links including its corresponding nodes (cf. Fig. 1 ). The overlay network influences the analytical model in two ways. First, it determines the available routes of messages and, therefore, has to be considered in modeling the dynamic behavior of the routing algorithm. Second, the processing and transmission times are directly assigned to brokers and links. While the processing of messages on a broker is directly modeled as a queuing system with an average service rate, the transmission of messages on a link is determined by its containing physical links and routers.
In contrast to the overlay topology, the physical network is usually a static input parameter which can either be known, e.g., in a company, or it has to be determined by network scans. For simulating an Internet-scale publish/subscribe system it is possible to use topology generators. Formally, the physical network is described by a set of routers and interconnecting links where both are limited by a certain capacity. Again, the processing of messages is modeled by queuing systems. Thus, the physical layer influences the analytical model.
The described input parameters fully determine the above mentioned performance metrics. The derivation of the model leads to a set of recursive formulas that will not be presented here due to the limited space. In the previous publication [9] the results for a special case of publish/subscribe system were published. The presented analysis is restricted by the applied routing algorithm and structure of subscriptions. For my PhD project, all major restrictions will be released. This enables designers to extensively study publish/subscribe systems with the help of an analytical model. They can manually set input parameters and examine the influence on system performance parameters.
CAPACITY PLANNING
In the last section, a stochastic model of publish/subscribe systems was introduced which is now used for capacity planning, i.e., to find optimized configurations. As mentioned in Sect. 3, there are four input parameters of publish/subscribe systems. Beside two parameters that fixed (behavior of clients and physical network) there are two others (topology of the overlay network and the applied routing algorithm.) which the designer could manually set when putting a system into production. It is easy to see that with the help of the analytical model and the knowledge about the physical network and the expected client behavior, a system designer can investigate the influence of the free parameters (system configuration) on the performance measures. This way, a designer could manually look for a good configuration that provides an acceptable performance.
Since this is not very efficient, it is obvious that the usage of an optimizer should be preferred to find optimal configurations. One essential part of an optimization is the optimization goal, which has to be formulated by the designer. Two important optimizations goals beside others are (a) minimize the necessary resources while not violating a predefined performance or (b) maximize the performance while not exceeding a given amount of resources. Resources in this case are meant as brokers and performance could be the expected notification delay. Fig. 3 shows the general scheme of a capacity planning module which is focused on the information flow between the components, the optimizer and the analytical model. One can easily find input and output parameters of the analytical model which were derived in the last section. While fixed parameters are inputs of the capacity planning module, the overlay topology and the routing algorithm are optimization variables that are systematically manipulated by the optimizer to find a configuration according the optimization goal which was defined by the designer. The fixed parameters has to be known or must be estimated by the designer. Especially, before a first setup of a system the clients behavior can only be estimated, but at redesign phase measured values of the "real" behavior can be used to improve the results of the optimization.
The output of the capacity planning module is an optimized configuration which consist of a list of brokers with their mapping to routers and the routing algorithm that has to be applied in the network. The resulting configuration should be used by the system designer to put the publish/ subscribe system into production. If it is a redesign, then the operator must switch the system from the "old" suboptimal configuration to the new one.
The search-space of the optimization problem is discrete since only discrete broker positions and discrete routing algorithms can be set. The size of the search-space exponentially grows with the number of routers within the physical layer. Thus, even for small networks it is impossible to check all possible configurations. Heuristics reduce the execution time significantly with only a slightly degradation in quality of the optimum. This way, good results can be achieved in a given time constraint. The heuristic for the considered optimization problem is still not clear. Very likely, genetic algorithms or simulated-annealing approaches will be used. Since the calculation of the performance metrics for an arbitrary setting takes several tens of seconds on modern computers the search space must be be efficiently divided so that the optimization can be split to different machines.
RUNTIME OPTIMIZATION
Since the behavior of the clients and the capacity of brokers, routers and links can vary over time, the optimized configuration of the network performance can become worse even if the optimized configuration was determined by the capacity planning introduced in the previous section. This may lead to the violation of expected performance measures of clients what further could lead to reduced acceptance of the system. Thus, to avoid a system performance degradation, it is necessary to react on runtime.
From the input parameter identification in Sect. 4 it is known that there are two parameters which can be set freely, the overlay topology and the routing algorithm. While in capacity planning these parameters were manipulated as inputs of the introduced stochastic model we are now going to adapt them at runtime. Therefore, the publish/subscribe middleware must provide the possibility to change these parameter which includes mechanism that avoid message loss and duplication. This stems from the correctness guarantee a publish/subscribe system must provide to clients, described by Mühl et al. [8] .
The focus of my work is on self-optimizing routing. With my approach whose basics where presented in [12, 11] , I introduce a new type of self-optimizing routing where different standard routing algorithms are combined within one overlay network. The idea stems from the knowledge that depending on the client's distribution and the dynamics of their interests and publication behavior, different routing algorithms are better suited in different situations. E.g., flooding can be beneficial in situations where clients are widespread and are interested in almost all published notifications. Contrarily, in situations with a high locality filtering-based algorithms like simple routing or coveringbased routing should be used.
However, current publish/subscribe middleware implementations usually enforce the usage of a single, statically configured algorithm which is employed system-wide. Obviously, this leads to suboptimal results as distributions, interests, and publications may change over time and may also substantially differ in distinct parts of the network. Furthermore, it significantly hinders the application of publish/ subscribe systems in large-scale, dynamic environments.
To overcome these limitations, I introduce the new class of hybrid routing algorithms (Sect. 5.1) that allows the usage of more than one routing algorithm within an overlay network.
Based on a seamless reconfiguration between different instances of hybrid routing algorithms, it is possible to optimize the systems performance by reducing the transmission and processing costs of messages. This idea is presented in Sect. 5.2 which also discusses the major properties of an algorithm that implements the approach.
The major difference to related work in this field is that only known standard routing algorithms are combined within one overlay network. Therefore, the algorithm can be layered on top of existing routing frameworks. For example, Bittner and Hinze [2] presented the concept of subscription pruning which reduces the matching costs by replacing subscription predicates by more general predicates, that are simpler to evaluate. The approach of Li et al [7] dif- 
Hybrid Routing Algorithms
Hybrid routing algorithms can be configured by setting different routing algorithms edge-wise. This configuration is not completely free but has some restrictions.
Configurations.
In hierarchical routing [5] , there is a dedicated root broker to which all notifications and subscriptions are flooded. Downstream, notifications are filtered by active subscriptions. In contrast, subscription messages are not sent down the overlay tree -they will be sent up. This means that downstream filtering algorithms, like simple routing, are used while upstream messages are flooded.
Beside hierarchical routing, there are a lot of possible combinations of routing algorithms within one overlay network. Consequentially, the class of hybrid routing algorithms can be introduced which combines the usage of different standard routing algorithms within one broker overlay network by using different algorithms on different edges.
The central idea of hybrid routing algorithms is to transfer the global nature of a certain routing algorithm to one single edge eij that is depicted in Fig. 4 . The direction of an edge represents the flow of notification and the possible reverse flow of subscriptions. In the case of simple routing, broker Bj sends all incoming subscriptions from the set of successor edges Sij and local subscriptions to Bi while Bi filters incoming notifications before forwarding them to Bj. In case of flooding, no subscriptions are forwarded from Bj to Bi and notifications from the set of predecessor edges Pij are flooded to Bj. In this way, each edge of the broker overlay can be configured individually forming one hybrid routing configuration. To guarantee the correctness of the notification service, a correct routing configuration must hold the following condition for all edges: If on one edge eij a filtering algorithm is configured it requires that all outgoing edges of broker Bj except for eji are also using filtering algorithms. This is needed, because forwarding notifications from Bi to Bj requires to know the interests of the brokers in Sij.
Reconfigurations.
As mentioned in the introduction, it is required that the publish/subscribe system provides correctness. This must also hold while a reconfiguration of an routing algorithm takes place. In case that edge eij should be reconfigured from flooding to simple routing broker Bi needs information about active subscriptions at Bj. Therefore, broker Bj must send its complete routing table towards Bi before the applied algorithm is switched to a filtering algorithm. The reverse reconfiguration from filtering to flooding is much easier since Bi only has to drop its routing table to avoid inconsistencies.
As an example, Fig. 5 shows the process of a complete reconfiguration from homogeneous flooding to homogeneous simple routing. The figure depicts a broker overlay consisting of brokers B1, . . . , B5 and their connecting edges. To illustrate the process of reconfiguration, a label is added to every edge. The labels S1 to S3 express the causal relation between the edge reconfigurations. S2 directly depends on S1, and S3 directly depends on S2. The first possible reconfigurations are, thus, on e3,1, e3,2 and e4,5, because B1, B2, and B5 are leaf brokers with an empty set Sij. All other edges have to apply flooding because the correctness criterion is not fulfilled. If B1, B2 and B5 have finished their reconfiguration (indicated by S1), the process is continued with e4,3 and e3,4 expressed by S2. This step can be performed because all edges in S3,4 and S4,3 are already using simple routing.
Step S3 completes the reconfiguration. Now all edges are using simple routing.
Self-Optimizing Routing
After deriving a correct reconfigurable hybrid routing scheme the optimization, that is based on local decisions, can be realized.
Local Decisions.
The foundation of the optimization is a cost measure that considers the following costs that are related to a single edge eij and a single message:
• Processing of any message on broker Bi
• Matching of one notification on broker Bi
• Determination of filter similarities of one subscription on broker Bj
• Transmission of any messages via link eij
While processing and transmitting a message could be expressed by a fixed value, matching and similarity determination depends on the size of the routing table. Generally, these costs can be assumed to be proportional to the routing table size. Based on the costs for one message, the costs per link can be determined by measuring the message rates of notifications that are forwarded from Bi to Bj and subscriptions that are forwarded from Bi to Bj.
Without considering costs of matching and similarity checks of subscriptions, a cost measure is Cij = cij · ω N + cji · ω S . To determine the expected cost after a possible reconfiguration the expected message rates must be known. Analyzing incoming messages from Pij and Sij leads to this values. If brokers compare the current costs with the expected costs after a reconfiguration, they can decide whether it is reasonable or not to reconfigure the routing algorithm. Of course, brokers have to check if a reconfiguration is possible at all without violating the correctness.
Algorithm and Major Properties.
The combination of the reconfiguration scheme and the local decision criterion leads to a distributed algorithm which runs on all brokers. Therefore, each broker executes an active role, that is called periodically and a passive role, that implements listeners for certain incoming and outgoing messages. The active part checks if there are candidate edges with reasonable reconfigurations. If so, it triggers the reconfiguration. The passive role is responsible for counting publish/subscribe messages and for the reaction to control messages (triggers) sent by neighbor brokers.
Thus, the algorithm continuously adapts the routing configuration to reduce the overall traffic and has the following major properties:
• Complete distribution
• Based on local knowledge only
• No complex interaction scheme
• Marginal additional traffic Furthermore, it can be shown that local decisions have only local influence and therefore, the optimization converges to a local optimum.
PROJECT STATUS AND NEXT STEPS
After giving a detailed explanation about the main objective of my PhD project I will give an overview of the current status of my work and the next steps.
Currently, the main parts of the stochastic analysis (Sect. 3) are finished. Compared to the publication [9] I extended the model to general peer-to-peer topologies. Derived from the idea of hybrid routing algorithms it is now possible to edge-wise set arbitrary routing configurations containing all major routing algorithms including covering-based and merging-based routing. What is still missing is the inclusion of advertisements to the stochastic model and algorithmic improvements.
A main future task of my PhD project is the capacity planning introduced in Sect. 4. So far [9] , only a limited number of preselected broker topologies were compared to find an optimized configuration. The idea of using heuristics for capacity planning is not implemented yet but should be straightforward. Beside setting up an infrastructure for distributed optimization, the main task will be to find good heuristics.
Concerning self-optimizing routing introduced in Sect. 5 I am currently extending my approach by advanced routing algorithms such as covering-based routing and the usage of advertisements. In latter case, optimization will be applied on two layers corresponding to notification and subscription routing. Despite the extensions in the field of routing, my future work also addresses algorithmic challenges to avoid unnecessary reconfigurations even in highly dynamic situations. Therefore, the prediction of expected message rates and the consideration of reconfiguration costs will be investigated. For verification, the quality of the online optimization is compared with results of the capacity planning.
